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We present an experimental analysis of force noise caused by stray electrostatic fields acting on a

charged test mass inside a conducting enclosure, a key problem for precise gravitational experiments.

Measurement of the average field that couples to the test mass charge, and its fluctuations, is performed

with two independent torsion pendulum techniques, including direct measurement of the forces caused by

a change in electrostatic charge. We analyze the problem with an improved electrostatic model that,

coupled with the experimental data, also indicates how to correctly measure and null the stray field that

interacts with the test mass charge. Our measurements allow a conservative upper limit on acceleration

noise, of 2 ðfm=s2Þ=Hz1=2 for frequencies above 0.1 mHz, for the interaction between stray fields and

charge in the LISA gravitational wave mission.
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Limiting stray forces on a test mass (TM) is crucial for
precise experimental gravitation, from gravitational wave
observation [1–3] to tests of the equivalence principle [4],
short range gravity [5,6], and relativistic gyroscope pre-
cession [7,8]. In all these experiments, electrostatic force
noise is cited as a precision-limiting effect.

The orbiting gravitational wave observatory LISA
(Laser Interferometry Space Antenna [3]) requires, along

its sensitive x axis, free fall to within 3 ðfm=s2Þ=Hz1=2
residual acceleration—6 fN=Hz1=2 force noise—at fre-
quencies 0.1–3 mHz. For LISA and its precursor LISA
Pathfinder [9,10], the TM is a 46 mm gold-coated cube
inside a co-orbiting satellite and shielded, withoutmechani-
cal contact, by the gold-coated surfaces of a capacitive
position sensor [11,12], which can also apply actuation
voltages.

While the sensor is nominally an equipotential shield,
two factors can produce electrostatic forces relevant at the
femtonewton level. First, the floating TM accumulates
charge from cosmic and solar particles, with an expected
net rate of the order of 50 e=s [13]. Second, real metals
display stray potential differences [14,15] between different
points on a single conducting surface. These arise in differ-
ent exposed crystalline facets and surface contamination.
Typical observed average potential differences between
roughly centimeter-size regions of a gold surface are of
the order of 10–100 mV [16–19].

By itself, TM charge q creates a force gradient coupling
to spacecraft motion, requiring periodic discharge [20].
Stray potentials �V also create force gradients, whose
d�3—or stronger [21]—dependence on the TM-sensor
gap d, motivates large, several millimeter, gaps for LISA.
Fluctuations in �V also create force noise.

The mutual interaction between charge and stray poten-
tials [22–25] can be written, to linear order in q,

Fx ¼ � q

CT

��������
@CX

@x

���������x: (1)

�x is an effective potential difference proportional to @Fx

@q

and will be calculated shortly. CX and CT are, respectively,
the TM capacitances to an X electrode and the entire sensor
(see Fig. 1).
This interaction produces force noise in two ways. First,

any residual �x multiplies random charge noise:

S1=2Fð�qÞ ¼
S1=2q
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�x � 100 mV is typical for LISA prototype sensors
[16,17,26]. �eff is the equivalent single charge event rate

that gives a ‘‘red’’ Poissonian shot noise Sq ¼ 2e2�eff

!2 , esti-

mated at roughly 300=s [13], larger during solar flare
events [27]. This random charge force noise SFð�qÞ can be

eliminated by nulling �x with applied voltages [16,25].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Capacitive sensor, including (right) X
and Z electrode connections in the Z-modulation experiments.
The TM-electrode gaps are 4, 2.9, and 3.5 mm on, respectively,
the X, Y, and Z faces. The presented torsion pendulum measure-
ments detect the rotation �.
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Second, fluctuations in �x will multiply any nonzero
TM charge to produce force noise:

S1=2Fð��xÞ ¼
q

CT
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�
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107e is roughly two days of accumulated charge and a
reasonable discharge threshold.

This Letter addresses these two sides of the q-�V inter-
action. Our analysis, considering spatial surface potential
variations on both the TM and sensor, highlights system-
atic errors in measuring �x with applied electrostatic
fields, consistent with our experimental data. Force noise
from field fluctuations is then addressed by measurements
of stray potential fluctuations. Experiments employ a hol-
low LISA-like TM suspended as a torsion pendulum inside
a prototype LISA capacitive sensor connected to a proto-
type sensing and actuation electronics [16]. All relevant
surfaces have been sputtered with gold and held under
vacuum for more than a year. Our measurements in this
flight-realistic configuration allow a conservative upper
limit for the TM acceleration noise caused by the interac-
tion between charge and stray fields.

The electrostatic interaction is modeled as a patchwork
of discrete TM and sensor (S) surface domains at potentials
Vi (see Fig. 2), coupled by capacitors Cij, with qi ¼P

jCijðVi � VjÞ [28]. Stray potentials are defined by ideal

generators �Vi. For a sensor domain, Vi ¼ �Vi or, if
located on an electrode attached to generator VACTn, Vi ¼
�Vi þ VACTn. For a TM domain, Vi ¼ �Vi þ VTM, where
VTM is an effective average TM potential [30]:

VTM ¼ q

CT

þ

P
jðSÞ

CSjVj

CT

; (4)

where index jðSÞ restricts the sum to sensor domains.
CSj �

P
iðTMÞCij is the total capacitance between sensor

domain j and all TM domains, and CT � P
jðSÞCSj is the

total TM capacitance to the sensor.

The force on the TM along the x axis is

Fx ¼ 1

2

X
i;j<i

@Cij

@x
ðVi � VjÞ2; (5)

summing over all domain pair capacitances, including
those with nearby domains on both the TM or sensor
[31]. This combines with Eq. (4) to yield the charge-

dependent force. For a centered TM, such that @CT

@x ¼ 0,
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� �1
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The derivative @CX

@x normalizes �x to a single X electrode

potential, such that þV applied to electrode X1þ or X2þ
increases �x by V, with the opposite change obtained with
X1� or X2� . Equation (6) differs from the analogous
formula in Ref. [25] as it includes the spatially varying TM
potential.
Shear forces arise naturally in Eq. (5), in contrast with

equipotential TM models [20,25], for which the relevant

derivative in Eq. (5) becomes
@CSj

@x . Nonzero for the gap-

dependent capacitances of a sensor X-face domain,
@CSj

@x

vanishes for a typical sensor Y or Z domain far from the
TM edge, as TM motion along x gives fixed-gap sliding of
a large conducting plane. With a patchwork TM surface, a
sensor Y or Z domain ‘‘overlaps’’ with several opposing

TM domains, giving
@Cij

@x � 0 and thus a force in the x

direction. The field component along the underlying con-
ducting TM surface vanishes, but its gradient does not,
creating a shear force on the TM surface dipole distribution
that generates the varying surface potential [21,32]. Stray
torques from such shear forces limited sensitivity for the
spherical Gravity Probe B gyroscopes [7].

Electrostatic shear is not essential to @Fx

@q (see Ref. [33]);

�x reflects the average field along x felt by the TM free
charge, and the uniform change in VTM caused by q does
not create significant field gradients that shear the TM
surface dipoles. However, shear forces impact attempts to
measure �x with applied voltages and, thus, also the ran-
dom charge problem.
Ideally, �x is measured by the force caused by a change

in TM charge, with voltages then applied to the X elec-

trodes to null @Fx

@q . An easier proposed method [25] simu-

lates charge by modulating VTM with V0 sin2�f0t applied
to the four Z electrodes. Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) yields
the coherent force

Fxð1fÞ ¼ �V0 sin2�f0t�
�
�z

��������
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���������x

� X
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�
: (7)

Here, jðSzÞ sums over domains on the modulated Z elec-
trodes and �z ¼ 4CZ=CT � 0:07. The first term is propor-

tional to�x, while the second, irrelevant to
@Fx

@q , is the shear

action of modulated field gradients near the Z electrodes on

TM
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic of the electrostatic model,
with capacitively coupled sensor (S) and TM domains.
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nearby TM surface dipoles. It vanishes with an equipoten-

tial TM, with
@CSj

@x � 0 for a Z-electrode domain j.

TM inclination with respect to the Z electrodes also

introduces error, with a gap-varying @CZ

@x coupling the

Z-electrode surface potentials and modulation voltage.
However, shear coupling to the varying TM potential rep-
resents a more fundamental error that limits any technique

to measure @Fx

@q with applied voltages—without actually

varying q—even with perfect alignment.
Experimentally, with a torsion pendulum sensitive to

torque, N� (see Fig. 1), we assess �x and its fluctuations

by measuring the rotational imbalance �� relevant to
@N�

@q .

�� is defined analogously to �x [x ! � in Eqs. (1), (6),

and (7)]. With an equipotential TM and individually equi-
potential electrodes, �x and �� become, respectively, the

left-right and diagonal imbalances of the same four
X-electrode potentials, �x ¼ ðVX1þ þ VX2þ � VX1� �
VX2�Þ and �� ¼ ðVX1þ � VX2þ � VX1� þ VX2�Þ [25].

With electrostatically inhomogeneous conductors, ��

has gap-varying sensitivity to the Y surface potentials as
well as the X domains that dominate �x [33] and, thus,
statistically overestimates �x and its fluctuations.

The Z-modulation measurement of�� is compared here

with direct measurement of
@N�

@q (see Fig. 3). Measurements

are performed as a function of compensation voltage
VCOMP, applied with positive (negative) polarity on the
X1þ and X2� (X1� and X2þ) electrodes. We measure
@N�

@q by the change in torque, up to 5 fN m and measured to

�0:1 fNm, upon rapid change in TM charge, of the order
of 107e caused by 10–30 s UV illuminations. The
Z-modulation and charge measurement technique were
applied and analyzed as in Refs. [16,25].

The uncompensated �� � 38 mV measured by charge

variation is in the typical range of other sensors [16,17],
and the slope of 4 confirms Eqs. (6) and (7) for four
compensated X electrodes. The result for 4-electrode Z

modulation, �� � 51 mV, is 13 mV larger. Additional

tests with modulation on only the Zþ or Z� electrode
pairs give values of �� differing by more than 50 mV

(Fig. 3), with a 90 mV range observed for �� with indi-

vidual modulation of the four Z electrodes.
The disagreement of the various Z-modulation results

with �� measured with
@N�

@q indicates the level of error in

the Z-modulation technique. With an equipotential TM,
these measurements should yield the same value. The
variation between results with different Z electrodes re-
flects differences in the TM potentials near the different Z
electrodes. This partially averages out by modulating all
four Z electrodes but still leaves a significant 13 mV
deviation from the true ��. For comparison and an indi-

cation of long term stability, the same sensor 1 yr before
gave �� � 135 mV, with an 8 mV difference between the
@N�

@q and Z-modulation techniques.

To limit the random charge contribution to the LISA
acceleration noise (Fig. 6), we want �x < 10 mV. This
will likely require in-flight measurement and compensa-
tion of intrinsic imbalances typically of the order of
100 mV, repeated periodically, given the slow drifts ob-
served here and elsewhere [18]. Additionally, analysis and
measurements indicate that errors associated with the
Z-modulation technique may not allow 10 mV accuracy.
This would require the more cumbersome direct measure-

ment of @Fx

@q in flight, which needs UV light actuation,

charge measurements, and transient force detection.
Noise in�x is assessed with two different measurements

of S��
. We first measure torque noise with a charged TM,

attributing any excess to �� fluctuations,

SNðqÞ � SNð0Þ ¼
�
q

CT

��������
@CX

@�

��������
�
2
S��

: (8)

Measurements for 3 consecutive weekends with the TM
charged to VTM ¼ 1:82� 0:02 V (q � 4� 108e) were
sandwiched between 4 weekends with the TM neutral to
within 20 mV. The noise analysis, similar to Ref. [34], uses
25 000 s Blackman-Harris windows with 66% overlap—55
and 70 windows for, respectively, the charged and neutral
TM data—binned into 8 frequencies per decade and aver-
aged, with uncertainties based on standard deviation
among preaveraged groups of 5 windows.
Figure 4 shows averaged torque noise, similar for the

charged and neutral TM and with a minimum near 3 mHz

of roughly 0:7 fNm=Hz1=2 (120 �V=Hz1=2). Following
Eq. (8), we subtract the neutral TM background SNð0Þ—
measured to be stationary at the 0:1ðfNmÞ2=Hz level—to
obtain S��

in Fig. 5. The 1–4 mHz average is roughly

50 �V=Hz1=2, resolved at nearly the 2� level.
Background noise and the associated errors bars increase
at both higher and lower frequencies, with no resolvable
excess.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison of �� obtained by charge
variation and by the Z-modulation technique, with extracted
values for the uncompensated �� (VCOMP ¼ 0). Single point

error bars (< 300 �V) are not visible in the modulation data.
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We also measure residual fluctuations in the
Z-modulation signal, as in Ref. [17] and Eq. (7), with
��ðtÞ detected in the coherent torque amplitude at the

modulation frequency f0. This overestimates S��
by the

second term in Eq. (7) but improves sensitivity to low
frequency fluctuations in ��, which are spectrally up-

shifted to amplitude modulate the torque carrier around
f0 ¼ 3 mHz, chosen to minimize torque noise. VCOMP is
adjusted to null the signal upon starting the measurement.
��ðtÞ is corrected for the measured dependence on tilt-

induced TM translation inside the sensor. We subtract the

background measurement noise, typically 500 �V=Hz1=2,
as calculated with the demodulated quadrature (cosine)
torque phase, which contains statistical torque noise with-
out electrostatic signal. Spectra are calculated with
60 000 s windows, binned and averaged, and then back-
ground subtracted for each of 13 weekend measurements,
with uncertainties based on scatter between different win-
dows. Figure 5 shows a weighted mean of these data.

The measurements with a charged TM (�) and Z modu-
lation (�) combine in Fig. 5 [35] for a significant upper limit
on the noise power S��

from 0.1 to 5 mHz. We fit the

combined data set to various models with a low frequency
increase—Fig. 5 shows a fit with f�1 and f�4 terms—and

find 2� confidence intervals of ð0; 80Þ �V=Hz1=2 at 1 mHz

and ð0; 290Þ �V=Hz1=2 at 0.1 mHz. Also shown (�) is the
contribution from the four X-electrode actuation circuits
[36], measured separately to give f�1 noise power with

roughly 50 �V=Hz1=2 at 1 mHz. The weakly detected
fluctuations are thus consistent with electronic noise, and
we do not resolve true surface potential fluctuations in the
LISA bandwidth. �� effectively sums the noise of many

(� 16; see Ref. [33]) areas the size of a LISA X electrode
(� 500 mm2), and, for fluctuations that are uncorrelated on
larger spatial scales, our 2� upper limit corresponds to

12 �V=Hz1=2 in the average potential difference between
500 mm2 surface regions.
The þ2� curve in Fig. 5 is taken as an upper limit for

S�x
in the acceleration noise budget in Fig. 6. Assuming a

TM charge of 107e, this result is compatible with the LISA
goals, marginally so at 0.1 mHz. This significantly im-
proves upon previous upper limits with LISA prototype

hardware, from roughly 1 mV=Hz1=2 [17] to 80 �V=Hz1=2

at 1 mHz. The limit is also below the 150–200 �V=Hz1=2

deduced for S1=2�x
at 1 mHz from observations of potential

fluctuations between opposing gold-coated plates [18,33].
Several design aspects merit consideration for improv-

ing upon the noise budget in Fig. 6. A thin ground wire can
eliminate TM charge [4,37] but introduces thermal me-

chanical noise well beyond the ðfm=s2Þ=Hz1=2 level [38].
With a floating TM, the q-�V interaction has roughly d�1

dependence [Eq. (1)]. Larger gaps help, but even a factor of
10, d ¼ 4 cm, will lower the random charge noise in Fig. 6
only if �x < 100 mV, which may still require voltage-
controlled electrodes for compensation. This introduces
actuation circuitry noise, which sums with, or even domi-
nates over, surface potential fluctuations. Preliminary mea-
surements for the LISA Pathfinder electronics indicate a

circuit contribution S1=2�x
� 30 �V=Hz1=2 [39].
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FIG. 4 (color online). Pendulum torque noise measured with
the TM nearly neutral and when charged to a potential VTM ¼
þ1:82 V, with conversion into S��

shown at right.
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Along with the interaction with TM charge, stray poten-
tial fluctuations can also create force noise by mixing with
stable domain potentials, even with q ¼ 0, as allowed by
Eq. (5). Analysis of this effect demands combining aver-
aged potential fluctuation data with the domain spatial
distribution and correlations. This will impact in-flight
operation issues such as the extent to which continuous
TM discharge can reduce noise.
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